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A dried up canal in 
the “freshened 
water zone” in My 
Xuyen district, 
Soctrang province. 
Photos by VTX 
taken March 25, 
2010, very similar 
to 2016.

From the downstream 
of the Mekong river 
system….
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Premier Wen 
Jiabao visits  
drought areas in 
Yunnan

Bangkok Post         
March 23, 2010

(similar to 2016)

To the upstream of the 
Mekong river system….
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"The world is facing a massive freshwater 
crisis, which has the potential to be every 
bit as devastating as climate change. We 
need business leaders and governments to 
recognise that climate change is not the 
only urgent environmental issue that needs 
to be dealt with, and that they need to take 
notice of this freshwater emergency and 
act now, not later."

—Dr David Tickner, head of the freshwater programme at WWF-UK
in “World's Top 10 Rivers at Risk“ Report, 27 March 2007.
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Climate change - Water 
crisis - and Agriculture

• Increases in global average air and ocean 
temperatures (GHG emission, El Nino and La Nina);

• Widespread melting of snow and ice;

• Widespread flooding in wet season;

• Severe drought during dry season;

• Rising global average sea level;

• Uncontrollable water regulation at dams and 
diversion canals causing low flow of Mekong water 
and hence salinity intrusion, affecting agricultural 
production in the Lower Mekong Basin. 5

Vietnam and World Rice demand
• World rice market during the last 5 years averages 

around 40 to 42 mmt of milled rice per year.
• Vietnam shares 7,000 mmt/year or about 17% of the market.

• With the current rice price in the export market, 
Vietnamese rice farmers always suffer low income 
due to low sale price while production cost is high.

• Yet our production cost for rice does not take into 
account the depreciation of irrigation and drainage 
infrastructure, which costs hundreds of millions US 
dollars in building materials and in fresh water.

• The regular drought and salinity intrusion in the 
Mekong Delta will affect world food security. 6
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The source of the 
Mekong river and 
other 4 large rivers 
derives from this 
Tibetan Plateau seen 
from satellite.

Photo: NASA
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Tibet Plateau –
Mother of the 
Mekong river.

Photos: MeltdowninTibet.com

Winter

Summer 8

The Tibet grapper
From: http://MeltdowninTibet.com
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Expert view on this planned massive water diversion project:

"The western route poses by far the biggest complications. It is here that the 
engineering challenges are most complex and the solutions most untested. It is 
here (and nearby Yunnan) that the needs of agrarian and industrial China collide 
most directly with the lives of Tibetans, Yi, Miao, and other minority groups. It is here 
that the environmental risks of dam building become major international issues, 
with enormous implications for the Mekong, Salween, Brahmaputra and other rivers 
relied on by hundreds of millions of South and Southeast Asians. 10

Expert group’s warning:
… it is here that major water projects—which always 
include many uncertainties—collide with what has 
always been an extraordinarily fragile environment, 
and one which now faces far more than the average 
amount of uncertainty from climate change: Tibet, 
home to by far the largest number of glaciers outside 
the two polar regions, is expected to warm at twice 
the global rate during the 21st century.“

-- Kenneth Pomeranz, University of California (writing in Asia-Pacific Journal, July 
2009)
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From: http://www.nature.com/news/2011/111019/full/478305a/box/1.html12
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New realities of the 
Mekong River Basin : 
Unruly Hydropower 
development        
(Mekong Flows, 
http://mekongriver.info/hydropo
wer)
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Irrigation projects in 
the Lower Mekong 
Basin (Mekong Flows, 

http://mekongriver.info/hydropower)
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New organization for the Mekong Riparian 
Countries to Include New Members
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Mekong 
headwater 

from Tibetan 
plateau 

Photo: M. Yamashita, 
National Geographic
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Photo: M. Yamashita, 
National Geographic
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Lancang (Mekong) river 
in northern Yunnan 
(China).

Photo: M. Yamashita, 
National Geographic

18
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After planting rice in Yunnan, praying high 
spirits to give good rains, and to protect 
people from devils such as drought.

Photo: M. Yamashita, 
National Geographic
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Damming
for clean electric power

and agriculture

Photo: M. Buckley, National Geographic 20

Where have all the forests gone?

Photos: M. Yamashita, National Geographic
21

Upland rice in Laos
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LAOS: The joy with 
irrigation water. 
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Rice in Laos.

Photos: M. Buckley, National Geographic

24
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LAOS - Crossing the Mekong on foot from Vientiane  
to NongKhaI Thailand during the dry season.

Photos: M. Yamashita, National Geographic
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THAILAND – Diversion of 
Mekong water at Huai 
Luang Anusorn Bridge in 
Phon Phisai District, Nong 
Khai. 26

THAILAND -
diversion 
stations along 
the Mekong 
River  during the 
last few years.
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SOUTHERN 
LAOS

Fishes 
resources of 
the Mekong

Photo: M. Yamashita, National Geographic
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SOUTHERN 
LAOS

Khone Falls
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SOUTHERN 
LAOS

Khone Falls 
takes place 
of the 
Mekong 
river course.

30
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Photo: M. Yamashita, National Geographic

Rapids on the Mekong river: where fishes gather.
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An eyewitness of the eroding might of the 
Mekong river flow. 32

The joy being in the 
tropical Mekong 

System. (Imagine the 
joy with snow  in the 

temperate region)

Photo: M. Yamashita, National Geographic
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LAOS: 
rainfed 
lowland rice 
and 
homestead.
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LAOS: Rainfed lowland rice
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Elexir of life
of Mekong Delta people.

Only 7 
mouths 
left.

36
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Mekong Water: the Elexir of life.

• Ultimately, water from the Mekong River is the 
decisive factor that commands our Vietnamese 
Mekong Delta people’s livelihood. 

• It is our "elexir of life." It brings:

– water to drink, to wash, to run industries;

– alluvial to fertilize our land and nourish our crops; 

– fishes to enrich our diets all year round.

• In addition, the Mekong Delta enjoys a natural 
asset that other riparian countries do not have: 
the marine water that embraces the Delta 
peninsula.

37

The Mekong River delta in Vietnam, the world’s third 
largest delta, the rice basket of SEAsia and part of Africa.

38

Progradation, discharge, delta-front sediment dynamics, and hydrodynamic 
setting of the Mekong River delta. From: 
http://www.nature.com/articles/srep14745

(a) Gross progradation over the last 3000 years (adapted from38, after37, with 
permission from Elsevier; base map from National Geographic and Esri 
(Source: http://goto.arcgisonline.com/maps/NatGeo_World_Map); 
hydrographic network and bathymetry on base map were derived from59;

(b) Monthly water discharge at Kratie (see Fig. 1b) from data provided by7;
39

From Loisel H. et al 2014. Remote sensing of Environment 150:218-230.

Suspended particulate matter (SPM) in the coastal zone off the 
Mekong delta estimated from the MEdium Resolution Imaging 
Spectrometer (MERIS) on board the Envisat satellite 
platform46 (with permission from Elsevier). The SPM 
concentrations were obtained from about 2000 MERIS images 
covering the period 2003–2012, which coincides with the years 
covered by the SPOT satellite imagery used to monitor shoreline 
change. 40

For centuries the forefathers of the Mekong Delta inhabitants               
found their sustainable ways to use fresh (rain) water to grow 

rice on saline affected coastal land. 41

MEKONG DELTA: Rainfed rice on shallow 
drainage system on potential acid sulphate soils 
along coastal region during the monsoon 
season. Note the ponding of fresh water for use 
during dry season (Ca Mau province).

42
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Mekong Delta 1968
High yielding rice 
varieties from IRRI 

Photos: M. Buckley, National Geographic
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MEKONG DELTA: Massive mobilized labor to 
excavate irrigation and drainage canals in addition to 
those made since collonial time to increase rice areas 
– high yielding type - and navigation.
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The transformed Mekong Delta with thousands 
of canals connecting the main branches of the 

Mekong river

Photo: M. Yamashita, National Geographic45

Source:
WIKIPEDIA46

The Mekong River in Realities

1. Climate changes accompanied by El Nino and 
La Nina are here to stay and might become 
worse if mitigation efforts are not effective.

2. More unruly/unnegociable dams and 
diversion channels everywhere in the river 
system. 

3. Reforestation will be slow.

4. Consequence of 1+2+3 : annual severe 
drought and low flow of the river.

5. Consequence of 4 : salinity intrusion.
47

Living with the Realities
• Fresh water use:

– Fishing in main river (with reduced species and 
quantities;

– Aquaculture in cages, inland fish pond;

– Reduce rice areas wherever less suitable conditions 
(eg. Drought prone, salinity prone;)

– Intermittent irrigation for high yielding rice; 

– Diversification to less water consuming valued crops.

– Application of rainwater harvesting techniques (dry 
seeding early summer rice); 

– Ponding of fresh water during the rainy season for 
domestic use, or irrigation to dry season cash crops.

48
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• Saline/Marine water:

– No more dyking to freshen saline zone or to 
prevent salinity intrusion;

– Consolidation of mangrove zone;

– On potential acid sulphate soils along the coasts:

• Practice of mangrove-shrimp aquaculture system;

• Practice of rice-shrimp farming system;

– Wherever possible, practice intensive shrimp 
aquaculture technology.

– On sand bars along coastal zone: Growing of high 
value fruit trees or cash crops.

– On ridges: fruit trees, coconut-cum-cocoa,…

Living with the Realities

49

How present agriculture is contributing to 
present global warming

• Land uses
– Lost mangrove forests > CO2 increases

– Extensive rice growing > CH4, NO2, N2O
increase;

– Livestock raising > NH3, CH4 increase
– Increase aquaculture > NH3, CH4 increase

• Agricultural technology
– Fertilizers application > NO2, N2O increase

• Use of fossil fuel (pumps; thermal power...)
– Emission of CO2 and other gases

We still need quantitative data.
50

CH4 =  21 CO2 

N2O = 310 CO2

Global Warming Potential 
(GWP)
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Climate change impacts on agriculture

• Increase in air temperature

– Crop yields may be affected adversely

– More insects and diseases expected

• Changes in water level

– More frequent floods during rainy season

– More severe drought during dry season

• Salinity intrusion further inland (2009: 120 
km, 2016: 100 km)

– By 2100, inundated from 19-59 cm, even 
to 100 cm (IPCC 2007 Report)

52

Adaptation to CC (1)

• Reforestation of the coastal mangroves 
and conserving their biodiversity will

• enhance environmental resilience,

• reduce national net contribution to 
climate change

• provide valuable community assets, 
tourism resources and even saleable 
pollution offsets via Clean Development 
Mechanism schemes.

53

Adaptation to CC (2)

• Policy makers to provide better farm 
infrastructures and research facilities:

– Develop more sustainable farming systems 
using appropriate crop-animal-aquaculture 
integration.

– Breed crops for tolerance to heat, 
submergence, or salinity; resistance to new 
species of insects and diseases.

– Construct empoldered areas to grow valuable 
fruit trees replacing rice.

– Construct empoldered residential areas.

54
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Mitigation measures (1)
• Farmers adjusting cultivation practices:

– Rice farmers:

• Stop over fertilizing; apply balanced fertilizers

• Apply safe pesticides.

• Apply intermittent irrigation.

• Apply zero-tillage seeding technique.

• Apply direct dry seeding rice early rainy season;

• Use all straw and stubbles for feeding to buffaloes 
or cows, then use livestock manure for biogas 
production and organic fertilizer to return to soil

• Use straw for mushroom production, then return 
the depleted straw to soil.

55

Rice
Rootcrops
Oil palm
Sugar palm
Sugar cane

Family

Ducks
Pigs
Buffaloes
Cattle

Biodigester

Ponds
(water plants,
fish)

excretanutrients

nutrients

residues
by-products
biomass

food

fuel

food food

excreta

Market
&

The integrated farming system
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Mitigation measures (2)

Livestock producers:

– Use rice straw as much 
as possible

– Use appropriate feed 
plants for farm yard 
animals (Stylosanthes 
guianensis, Gliricida 
sepium, Cassava leaves, 
Sweet potato leaves, 
water spinach, 
Duckweed, Moringa 
oleifera, jackfruit leaves)

58

THAILAND --
Diversification 
to fruit trees.
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MEKONG DELTA: 
The rice bowl of 
Southeast Asia, has 
increased rice production 
5-fold from   4.5 mmt in 
1975 to 25.5 mmt in 
2015. With new realities 
of the Mekong system, it 
will not seek to export 6-7 
mmt/year while its rice 
farmers only earn about 
500 USD per capita while 
their neighbors can earn 
more than USD 2,500 
per capita, unless justice 

is given.

60
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Adsorption of cations in soil colloids = Plates of clay are 
negatively charged adsorb positively charged cation 
nutrient elements.
Nguồn: Managing Healthy Sport Fields, Paul D. Sachs, 2004

Basal application of complete fertilizer (N-P-K)
improved fertilizer use efficiency due to better 

prevention of denitrification.

61
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63

Bón lót NPK >> 
trục trạc lần chót 
>> sạ lúa

64

65

66
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Secret of success in 
dry seeding: the 
granulated dry soil 
(as opposed to 
structure-less wet 
puddled soil)  allow 
rice root to 
penetrate deeper in 
the soil to find water 
to grow during 
drought period.
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The rice – shrimp farming system in saline areas. As 

soon as rice is harvested at the end of the rainy season, with 
the fields still wet and containing ponded fresh water from the 
rains in the surrounding ditches, saline water is allowed to 
enter and afterward shrimp post-larva are seeded in the 
ditches.

72
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The sustainable mangrove-shrimp aquaculture 
system instead of pure shrimp aquaculture or just 
pure mangrove conservation.

Photo by Đặng Quang Minh in http://www.tinmoitruong.vn/
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Conclusions 

• Living with the new realities of the Mekong 
river system – more and more severe 
drought and salinity intrusion – the Mekong 
Delta of Vietnam will restructure its 
agricultural and food production with due 
attention to measures to mitigate CC, to 
make good use of limited fresh water and 
the unique opportunity with marine water.

74

Conclusions (cont’d)

• We surely keep our food secured, but may 
not endeavor to produce too much surplus 
rice in order to save land and water to pro-
duce high profit agro-fishery goods.

• I may use the words of Dr. David Tickner of 
WWF-UK again:
We’re also calling for the enforcement of a 
UN convention on rivers that flow through 
more than one country. This will help ensure 
that countries work together for the long-term 
health of a river, and not allow conflicts of 
interest to cloud their judgement. 75


